
UGC Enamels
Unique Glass Colours (UGC) make exquisite enamels and paints for glass fusing artists, along 
side the magical MUD for amazing hand crafted decorations.

UGC products will allow you to create beautiful works of art, both kiln fired and non-fired, on many 
different surfaces. 

UGC currently has six kiln fired colour lines that are for commercial applications, hobbyists and 
artisans;

• NT Colours

• Artisan

• Accent

• Original

• Detail

• Sparkle

The colors kiln fire in the 773°C 
to 843°C firing range. Surfaces 
include - float glass, porcelain, 
terracotta, recycled glass, 
specialty glass, pre-fired pottery 
and any glass that can fire within 
that range. The colors can fire to 
much hotter temperatures when 
used on surfaces other than glass.



UGC NT Colours
NT Colours come in powder form, are non-toxic and food safe and fire to a rich, glossy 
vibrant colour.

The NT line is mixed with UGC Medium to the consistency of melted ice cream and fire semi-opaque 
to opaque when mixed on a 1:1 ratio with UGC Medium. They can also be used in their dry form for 
stencilling or sifting techniques. 

NT’s were developed to be used on the top layer of float glass, but most fuse beautifully when fired 
between layers of glass.

NTs can be mixed with each other but do test the colour you have mixed to be sure it is the result you 
want. Mixing any of the NT colours (not the metallic’s) with 1951 Brite White or 11016 Vanilla will give 
you an almost unlimited range of graduated colour.
Metallic colours
The four metallic colours are 11011 White Diamond, 11012 Gold Dust, 11013 Copper Glow and 11017 
Silver Sheen. The cooler these colours fire, the rougher the surface becomes. They also need to be 
used only on the top layer as fusing between layers takes away their metallic qualities.
Outlines
Outline Black and Outline White come in liquid form and dry hard to allow colours to be bought right 
up to the line. Place the product in one of our decorator bottles with a metal tip for outlining and 
general line work where you want consistency, or use a brush. Outline Black and Outline White fire to 
a matte finish.

NT Colour range

1951
Brite White

11004
Pumpkin

1961
Dark Green

1957
Sky Blue

11011
White Diamond

1997
Leaf Green

1956
Dark Blue

11019
Periwinkle

1969
Gloss Black

1976
Rose Pink

11002
Tomato

1996
Flesh

1993
Gray

11006
Rust

1995
Apple Green

1958
Turquoise

11018
Dark Grape

11003
Brite Pink

11008
Burgundy

1962
Mint Green

1959
Teal Blue

11007
Mauve

11017
Silver Sheen

11016
Vanilla

1998
Golden Orange

1977
Jade

1994
Baby Blue

11012
Gold Dust

11022
Sea Green

11014
Navy

11021
Purple

Outline White

11020
Violet

Outline Black

1968
Tan

1965
Amber

1963
Tulip Yellow

1960
Blue Green

11001
Grape

11013
Copper Glow

11010
Taupe

1966
Warm Brown

1967
Dark Brown



UGC Original Colours

UGC Detail

NT Colours come in powder form, contain lead and/or cadmium and are not considered 
food safe and fire semi-opaque or transparent depending on colour.

The Original line is mixed with UGC Medium to the consistency of melted ice cream and fire 
transparent to semi-opaque when mixed on a 1:1 ratio with UGC Medium. 

NT’s were developed to be used on the top layer of float glass, but most fuse beautifully when fired 
between layers of glass.

They are easy to apply and fire, are pre-mixed and water soluble, ready to use on most types of 
glass, ceramic bisque and also over glazed ceramic pieces. 

Details are high pigment content powders that can be mixed with our UGC Medium or 
Layering Mix to the desired consistency and applied over color or directly to the glass. 

Use a brush, writer pen, stamp or a calligraphy pen. Designed for adding fine details to glass artwork 
they also work very well in a fired watercolor technique and for use in adding color to our MUD.

Firing range is 773°C to 843°C.

Original Colour range

Detail Colour range

972D
Lite Red

802
Blue

807
Yellow

811
Hot Orange

975D
Brite Yellow

809
Amethyst

806
Red

805
Brown

950A
Clear

801
Black

803
White

804
Green

973D
Orange

810
Brite Blue

808
Lime



UGC Sparkle
Sparkles are high pigment content powders with added sparkle that can be mixed with our 
UGC Medium or Layering Mix to the desired consistency and applied over color or directly 
to the glass. 

Adds sparkling details to artwork and can be used as sparkling fired watercolours. Fires matte on top 
of glass and over enamels at lower temperatures but will fire much shinier at higher temperatures.

Polish with a soft cloth after firing for maximum sparkle.

Firing range is 773°C to 843°C.

Sparkles Colour range

902
Blue

907
Yellow

911
Hot Orange

909
Amethyst

906
Red

905
Brown

901
Black

903
White

904
Green

910
Brite Blue

908
Lime



UGC Artisan Colours
Artisan Colours come in powder form, are lead-free and when fired between layers of glass 
they appear translucent and form bubbles, and when fired on the top layer of glass appear 
textured, opaque and glossy.

Colour families
You can use the Artisan Colours along with the NT Colour Line BUT you CANNOT combine the two 
colour families to create a new colour. They are two totally different products with a different mix of 
ingredients. They can run into one another or be applied next to one another with no problems, let 
them flow into one another to create interesting effects.
Characteristics
Each colour has its own different characteristic. Look closely at the colour chart. You can see that 
they all do not produce the same sized bubbles when fired between layers.

Solar Flare can sometimes have a reddish glow.

Wine and Charcoal produces the finest bubbles. However, it depends on how heavily you apply 
them as to the size bubble you achieve. Application Dependent! Royal Blue and Mystic Blue tend to 
produce the largest bubbles.
Applying Artisan Colours
Shake the colour in the jar before adding UGC Medium to evenly disburse the ingredients. Small, 
gritty stuff in the colour is okay. Some will dissolve, some will not. If you don’t want spots of really 
intense colour from the grit, pick it off the wet colour application.

You can mix these colours a bit thicker for intense colour compared with NT Colours which need to 
be the consistency of melted ice cream. Artisans like to be the consistency of pancake batter. Start 
by mixing 1 part colour to 1 part UGC Medium. If you want it thicker, add more powder; thinner - 
add some water. Again - Application Dependent. Do you want bigger, more intense bubbles? Mix 
to pancake batter. Do you want thinner, smaller bubbles with less intense colour? Mix to whole milk 
consistency.

Artisan Colour range

615
White Glo

612
Melon

603
Royal Blue

611
Charcoal

614
Yellow Orange

607
Mystic Blue

605
Sienna

602
Green

608
Teal Blue

609
Wine

604
Teal Green

613
Plum

610
Deep Pink

600
Azure

606
Solar Flare

601
Glacier



UGC Accents

UGC MUD

Accents come in five metallic colours and can be fused on top of glass or in between layers.

The Accents come pre-mixed in 1/2 ounce jars so no additional medium needs to be added. They 
need to be shaken well and given a good stir to distribute the particles before application.
Application
Apply with a liner brush, thinly for just a hint of sparkle or heavier for more solid coverage. Accents 
can be fused on top of glass or in-between layers. If used on top, excess burn off needs to be 
removed with water and a soft brush such as an old toothbrush or nailbrush.

The Accent metallics can be applied directly on glass, over dried NT or Artisan Colours or dropped 
into wet colour and allowed to disperse into the colour. Accents can be mixed with the NT Colours to 
create unlimited metallic colours. Experiment with the application and use of the Accent metallics to 
create new and “unique” effects.
UGC Accents range

MUD is a glass based texture medium that can air dry to a rock hard state and can also be 
kiln fired alone or right along with our NT and Artisan Colour lines. 

MUD is available in 4oz jars only and comes in two colours - white and black. They are ready to use 
right out of the jar with no further preparation whether they will be kiln fired or air dried.
Application
You can tint the White MUD using our NT Colours but note that you will only ever get a pastel colour 
since the White is so opaque. Its best to do the design/project in White, let dry for 24 hours and then 
add colour on top.

MUD is thicker than Outline Black and Outline White 
so can be used for outlining or drawing techniques 
where you want some texture and height. You can 
mix Black MUD and Outline Black 1:1 for outlining. 
The two products are compatible. Use UGC Medium 
IF the MUD needs to be thinned for any reason.

Crystal Ice

Using 1966 Warm Brown 
mix with Copper Accent to 
create varying shades

Using 1956 Dark Blue mix with 
Crystal Ice Accent to create 
varying shades

2:1 ratio warm brown 
to copper

Line of platinum

Crystal Ice applied on top 
of dry dark blue1:1 ratio warm brown 

to copper

Platinum Copper Brass Gold



UGC Layering Mix
Layering Mix is a liquid that when added to our powdered colour lines will give you an array 
of different effects.

• Turn any of our enamel colours (that do not contain bits of grit) into Outline Colours 
• Give texture and dimension to any of our powdered colours 
• Allow multiple layers of colour to be added to a project without the need of firing between layers 
• Mix with frit that dries rock hard to create designs with varying heights of texture that are then able 

to be decorated with liquid colours without the frit moving. Frit mixed with Layering Mix can be 
stored for later use as long as it is kept damp in an airtight container. 

Start with a ratio of 1:1 and adjust the thickness by adding more powder until you have the desired 
consistency. For an opaque basecoat, apply with a soft brush and allow to dry 24 hours before 
adding wet colour on top. The colours may have small pinholes when applied but that fires out or 
gets covered by subsequent layers of colour. Mixed colours can be stored for later use in an airtight 
container. 

Here is an example of what Layering Mix was actually designed to achieve, multiple layers of colour 
to create a “painterly look” to fired artwork. 

The photo on the left shows six layers of colour on the pears, five layers on one of the leaves and 
three layers on the branches. Before firing the outline was done with NT 1967 Dark Brown and re-
applied in some areas to create more definition. 

This example is to show one way that you can create many, many layers and then have it 
completed in one firing. 


